KONCEPT Ltd. Named Among Chile’s Top Business Consulting Firms for 2021
Business strategy consulting is all about executives, board members, or management bringing
in a third party offering their expert insights on business challenges. Strategy consultants usually
have substantial industry knowledge and are expected to appraise high-level business issues.
With more than 20 years of experience in board governance, strategic focus, and chain
processes, KONCEPT delivers concepts, models, and tools for the development and growth of
technology-based and innovative small to medium enterprises. We have a drive towards high
excellence standards and a full commitment to our clients.
In recognition of our efforts, KONCEPT was recently named
by Clutch as one of the top business strategy consulting
firms in Chile. Clutch, an active company resource, has
become the go-to guide for corporate buyers to find the right
service providers for their needs.
To be given this recognition, a company must perform highly
in their respective fields and provide the absolute best
services to their clients. Receiving this award is no small
feat, and we’re extremely appreciative of this recognition.
“We are very happy to have been chosen by CLUTCH as
one of the leading firms in management consulting in Chile.”
– Antonio Manterola, Main Partner, KONCEPT Ltd.
We achieved this recognition thanks to our wonderful clients. We are truly grateful to them and
especially to those that assessed our services and how it impacted their business. Here are
some quotes on what our clients have to say about working with us. You can read the full
version of the reviews on our Clutch profile:
“The assessment provided was on time and accomplished the goals of the process. This
includes recommendations for the board pack submission and a training session with all the
Executive team on this matters.” – HR & Community Executive Manager, Pacific Hydro Chile
“There was a seamless relation between the fablab team and the consultant.” – Director,
Fabrication Laboratory
Have a question? Connect with us and let’s discuss how we can help you.

